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ABSTRACT
Future facilities such as FAIR and NICA are expected to produce collisions of heavy
ions generating quark-gluon plasmas with large values of the quark chemical potential;
peripheral collisions in such experiments will also lead to large values of the angular mo-
mentum density, associated with the internal shearing motion of the plasma. It is well
known that shearing motions in fluids can lead to instabilities which cause a transition
from laminar to turbulent flow, and such instabilities in the QGP have recently attracted
some attention. We set up a holographic model of this situation by constructing a gravita-
tional dual system exhibiting an instability which is indeed triggered by shearing angular
momentum in the bulk. We show that holography indicates that the transition to an
unstable fluid happens more quickly as one scans across the quark matter phase diagram
towards large values of the chemical potential. This may have negative consequences for
the observability of quark polarization effects.
1Permanent Address
1. Quark Polarization and AdS Black Holes
The quark matter phase diagram [1][2][3], representing states of quark matter at various
values of the temperature and quark chemical potential, is currently understood only in
an approximate or qualitative sense. Until recently, experimental investigations, based
on the study of heavy ion collisions, have only explored the region of the diagram near to
the temperature axis; but a move towards larger values of the quark chemical potential
is in its early stages in the beam energy scan programme of the RHIC collider [4][5], and
will reach maturity with the completion of the FAIR [6] and NICA [7] facilities.
Figure 1: Conjectured Quark Matter Phase Diagram
In broad terms, one version2 of the phase diagram has the following structure. As
in more familiar examples of phase diagrams, there are several lines separating various
phases, with the Quark-Gluon Plasma [QGP] occupying all regions at sufficiently high
temperature, and hadronic matter being found at lower temperatures and low values of
the chemical potential. There is thought to be a critical point at a temperature Tc given
approximately by Tc ≈ 175 MeV and at a value of the quark chemical potential µ which
is unknown but estimated to be in the range 1 - 4 times Tc. The phase line separating
the QGP and hadronic phases is thought to bend downwards from this point [9][10], so
that the QGP can exist, at relatively high values of µ, at substantially lower temperatures
than would be possible at or near the µ = 0 axis. The phase line continues downward until
it reaches a triple point, at a location which is unknown; the nature of the third phase
[which may in fact consist of several distinct phases] is likewise unknown [see for example
[11], and [12] for a holographic approach]. FAIR and NICA are designed to explore the
2For other possible versions, see [8].
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region of the phase diagram around and beyond the critical point, and perhaps ultimately
towards the triple point. Naturally it is of great interest to have theoretical predictions
as to what will happen as the chemical potential is increased in this manner. We now
turn to a particular phenomenon which might be affected.
When heavy ions collide peripherally, a very simple and compelling kinematic argu-
ment shows that, for favourable impact parameters, large quantities of angular momentum
must be transferred to the QGP, should it be formed [13][14][15]. This is based on the
simple fact that the nucleon density in each ion is non-uniform in the transverse direc-
tions, resulting in a shearing motion within the QGP formed in a peripheral collision.
[See [14] for a particularly clear discussion.] This can be expected to have important
indirect consequences [for studies of the vorticity of the plasma [16][17][18]], but it might
also have directly observable implications. It has been very plausibly argued [13][14][15]
that spin-orbital coupling will under these circumstances entail global quark polarization
effects, leading to several striking and characteristic observable phenomena.
Thus far, no unambiguous signals of this kind have been reported by the RHIC experi-
ments: see for example [19][20] for searches for such effects, specifically for spin alignment
of certain kinds of vector mesons. Unfortunately it is very difficult [21] to estimate the
precise value of the angular momentum at which observations might be expected, and
there may be additional effects suppressing the polarization [22]. However, Becattini et
al. [14] estimate that the QGP formed in collisions of gold nuclei at the RHIC might, for
an optimal impact parameter, acquire a very large angular momentum of 7.2 × 104 per
collision in natural units, and the corresponding figure at the LHC could be significantly
larger. Thus, the failure to observe polarization is somewhat puzzling.
In these discussions, however, it is implicitly assumed that the shearing flow of the
plasma is laminar. This is a somewhat dubious assumption, since one of the most basic
phenomena in hydrodynamics is precisely the transition from laminar to turbulent flow
triggered by shear [23][24]. Classically, for example, one expects Kelvin-Helmholtz in-
stability to evolve, in many situations, when fluids are sheared, and indeed the question
as to whether this instability arises in the shearing flow of the QGP has recently been
investigated [25]. It is also entirely possible that the QGP develops other, non-classical
hydrodynamic instabilities. Clearly, if that is so, and if the transition to turbulence occurs
quickly, there could be serious consequences for polarization effects, which take some time
to develop [15].
In this work, we try to determine whether holographic methods [26][27][28] can throw
any light on this situation. We argue that this may well be the case, as follows.
As always, one begins by choosing a thermal AdS black hole spacetime, which is to
be dual to a field theory representing the plasma. Clearly we need a bulk black hole
endowed with angular momentum. One first thinks of the AdS-Kerr metric [29][30], and
this metric has indeed been used to good effect by Atmaja and Schalm [31] to study
certain aspects of a QGP endowed with large quantities of angular momentum. However,
the conformal boundary in this case does not rotate differentially; the angular momentum
is due to rotation, not shear. In order to obtain a more realistic geometry for the dual
theory one needs to use the “rotating” planar black holes discovered by Klemm, Moretti,
and Vanzo [32] [the “KMV0 black holes”
3]. As we shall explain below, these black holes do
3The subscript indicates planar topology for the event horizon, and planar spatial geometry at infinity.
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not actually “rotate”: instead, there is a shearing motion within the sections transverse
to the radial direction, including the one at infinity. This describes a shearing, laminar
flow of the QGP; which is precisely what we need.
Next, we need to find a mechanism which causes the bulk to become unstable: this
should have a well-understood holographic interpretation and, most importantly, it must
be possible to show that this instability is triggered by the shearing motion at infinity [but
not by rotation there, which would not induce Kelvin-Helmholtz instability]. We do this
by borrowing a mechanism from string theory. We place a certain configuration of BPS
branes in the bulk, setting up a system studied in detail by Seiberg and Witten [33]. This
system is stable in the absence of shearing [even if there is rotational motion at infinity] but
becomes unstable [34][35] when shearing is present: the brane action becomes unbounded
below. Thus, this mechanism, which has a well-understood dual, is a good candidate for
a holographic account of the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability in the QGP.
A basic observation in all studies of the QGP, as it is produced in heavy-ion collisions, is
that its lifetime is very short — it is estimated that local thermal equilibrium is established
around 1 fm/c, and that the QGP hadronizes at around 5 fm/c after the collision [36]
at the RHIC, though somewhat later at the LHC ALICE experiment [37]. The most
important question in studies of possible QGP instabilities is therefore: how long does it
take for the instability to develop? In view of the fact that a true dual description of QCD
is not known [38][39][40], we feel that holographic techniques are not yet in a position to
answer such questions. Secondary, more qualitative questions, however, can be addressed:
does the time taken depend on other variables? If so, in what way?
Our main result is that our holographic model of shearing instabilities in the QGP
indicates that the time required does depend quite strongly on the quark chemical poten-
tial4, represented holographically in the usual way [42][43] by adding electric charge to the
black hole. In particular, the instability arises much more quickly at very high values of
that parameter. In short, the transition to turbulence may be more marked in the future
experiments discussed above, at FAIR and NICA, with possible negative consequences for
the observability of quark polarization effects in those experiments.
We begin with a discussion of the relevant black hole spacetime.
2. The QKMV0 Spacetime
As is well known, in the asymptotically AdS case it is possible to find black hole spacetimes
with event horizons having non-spherical topology [44]. This is fortunate, since it opens
the way to considering boundary field theories defined on topologically trivial spacetimes,
such as those in which actual heavy ion collisions occur. Evidently we need black holes
with topologically planar event horizons, but we begin with non-rotating charged [AdS-
Reissner-Nordstro¨m] black holes of arbitrary event horizon topology.
If the event horizon is an n-dimensional [n ≥ 2] compact space of constant curvature k
= {−1, 0,+1} [so that, in the k = 0 case, we are dealing with a torus or related manifold],
4For a phenomenological study of the role of the chemical potential in connection with quark polar-
ization, see [41].
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then the (n + 2)-dimensional metric with asymptotic AdS curvature −1/L2 is given by
g(AdSRNkn+2) = −
[
r2
L2
+ k − 16πM
nV [Xkn]r
n−1
+
8πQ2
n(n− 1)(V [Xkn])2r2n−2
]
dt2
+
dr2
r2
L2
+ k − 16piM
nV [Xkn]r
n−1 +
8piQ2
n(n−1)(V [Xkn])
2
r2n−2
+ r2 dΩ2[Xkn], (1)
where dΩ2[Xkn] is a metric of constant curvature k = {−1, 0,+1} on an n-dimensional
space Xkn with [dimensionless] volume V [X
k
n], and M and Q are the ADM mass and
charge respectively [45]. The densities of M and Q at the event horizon of the hole are
given, if rh is the value of the radial coordinate r at the event horizon, respectively by
M/V [Xkn]r
n
h and Q/V [X
k
n]r
n
h .
If we define M∗ = M/V [Xkn], Q
∗ = Q/V [Xkn], then rh is determined by M
∗ and
Q∗, and the same is true of the densities, which are given by M∗/rnh and Q
∗/rnh . In the
k = 0 case we can now replace the torus by a space of planar topology: let the volume
factor tend to infinity, along with M and Q, in such a way that the quotients M∗ and Q∗
remain finite5. Thus we deduce metrics for black holes with event horizons having planar
topology. [This argument is inspired by Witten’s derivation [46] of a planar black hole
metric from a spherical one.]
In short, four-dimensional Planar AdS-Reissner-Nordstro¨m black holes have metrics
of the form
g(PAdSRN) = −
[
r2
L2
− 8πM
∗
r
+
4πQ∗2
r2
]
dt2 +
dr2
r2
L2
− 8piM∗
r
+ 4piQ
∗2
r2
+ r2
[
dψ2 + dζ2
]
,
(2)
where ψ and ζ are dimensionless coordinates on the plane. Let us now add angular
momentum. It is described by a parameter, conventionally denoted a, defined as the ratio
of the angular momentum density of the black hole [defined now by a suitable limit] to
its mass density. The corresponding black hole metrics, which we have called the “KMV0
metrics”, were obtained by Klemm, Moretti, and Vanzo [32]; with the addition of electric
charge, which is straightforward, we may call these the “QKMV0 metrics”:
g(QKMV0) = −∆r∆ψρ
2
Σ2
dt2 +
ρ2
∆r
dr2 +
ρ2
∆ψ
dψ2 +
Σ2
ρ2
[
ω dt − dζ
]2
, (3)
where the asymptotic curvature is −1/L2, and where
ρ2 = r2 + a2ψ2
∆r = a
2 +
r4
L2
− 8πM∗r + 4πQ∗2
∆ψ = 1 +
a2ψ4
L2
Σ2 = r4∆ψ − a2ψ4∆r
ω =
∆rψ
2 + r2∆ψ
Σ2
a. (4)
5Note that it is Q∗ that appears in the formula for the corresponding electromagnetic potential one-
form.
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Notice that (3) reduces to (2) when a = 0, so this is the generalization of the Planar AdS-
Reissner-Nordstro¨m geometry to allow for the presence of angular momentum. Notice too
that the metric induced on t = constant sections at the horizon has determinant equal to
r4h; therefore, M
∗ and Q∗ retain their interpretations as in (2).
With obvious changes, the properties of this geometry on and outside the horizon
closely resemble those of the zero-charge KMV0 spacetime, and the reader is referred to
[32] for the details. Here we discuss only those properties directly relevant to constructing
a holographic model of a dual field theory with a large angular momentum density and
chemical potential.
The QKMV0 geometry induces at infinity a conformal structure represented by a
metric of the “peripheral collision” [34] form:
gPC = − dt2 − 2ω∞(x)L dtdz + dx2 + dz2. (5)
Here x and z are Cartesian coordinates6; they are related to the coordinates ψ and ζ in
equation (3) by dx = Ldψ/
√
1 + a2ψ4/L2, dz = Ldζ . [We can take x ≥ 0 and z ≥ 0
in this case.] The function ω∞(x) is the asymptotic value of the angular velocity of the
black hole. Free particles in such a spacetime, with x = constant and zero momentum
in the z direction, move in the positive z direction [as a result of frame-dragging] at a
dimensionless speed given by
v(x) ≡ dz/dt = ω∞(x)L. (6)
For example, in the specific case of the QKMV0 geometry, v(x) is given by
v(x) = aψ2/L. (7)
This is indeed a non-trivial function of ψ, and therefore of x, so there is a shearing, not a
rotational motion in this case7. That is precisely what is needed to describe the internal
motion of the QGP early in the hydrodynamic regime in the aftermath of a peripheral
heavy-ion collision.
It is important to note that while the full boundary metric is not flat, it is [globally]
conformally flat: this was verified explicitly in [35]. Thus, as far as conformally coupled
fields are concerned, the boundary geometry is effectively Minkowskian; any misbehaviour
on the part of such fields cannot be ascribed to the unusual geometry [as can happen when
the boundary is not conformally flat [33]]. This is closely similar to the situation described
in [47], where a rotating superconductor is described holographically using the boundary
of the topologically spherical AdS-Kerr-Newman black hole: this boundary too has a
non-trivial spacetime geometry, but it is [locally] conformally flat.
We stress that this result would not have been obtained if we had used the topologically
spherical AdS-Kerr-Newman geometry. The latter does have differential rotation rates
outside the event horizon, but this effect fades away at large distances, and the topological
sphere at infinity rotates [like the event horizon] as if it were a rigid body [48].
6We are following the standard conventions of the heavy-ion literature [see for example [14]]: the z
axis is the axis of the collision, the x axis is transverse, and the system is analysed sectionally, that is,
each y = constant plane is considered separately, so that the system is effectively two-dimensional.
7Notice that this equation implies that a > 0, since v(x) is certainly positive away from the axis.
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To summarize: the transverse sections [r = constant] of the QKMV0 black hole are not
really “rotating” in the conventional sense: they are shearing, in the sense that the frame-
dragging effect mimics a shear, and — crucially — this effect persists even at infinity.
The QKMV0 black hole is therefore well suited to provide a holographic description of
the QGP when it is endowed with non-trivial quantities of angular momentum; which is
in fact the generic case.
Now let us turn to the question of relating the QKMV0 parameters to those of the
QGP when the latter’s angular momentum density and quark chemical potential are both
non-zero.
3. Holography of the QKMV0 Parameters
The value of r at the event horizon of the QKMV0 black hole, rh, is obtained by setting
∆r above equal to zero and taking the largest positive root:
a2 + 4πQ∗2 − 8πM∗rh + r4h/L2 = 0. (8)
We see that, as far as the position of the event horizon is concerned, the effect of
adding charge is just to augment the effect of angular momentum. Quantities associated
with the event horizon, such as the Hawking temperature, therefore depend on charge
and angular momentum in much the same way.
As usual, the root only exists if the constant term, given by a combination of the
angular momentum and charge parameters, is not too large: we have
a2 + 4πQ∗2
L2
≤ 3× (2πM∗/L)4/3. (9)
Notice that this is the only restriction on the parameter a. [This is in sharp contrast to
the topologically spherical case, where, independently of the censorship condition, a is
bounded by the curvature scale L.]
The temperature of the black hole is given by a complicated combination of M∗, Q∗,
and a, but for our purposes it will be more useful to eliminate Q∗ and a, so as to express
the temperature in terms of M∗ and rh only [as in [32]]:
T =
rh
πL2
− 2M
∗
r2h
. (10)
One can readily verify that this decreases monotonically as either charge or angular mo-
mentum is added to a black hole with fixed M∗, and that it vanishes for all extremal
holes.
Let us assume that the QKMV0 black hole has a dual interpretation, in the usual holo-
graphic sense. We now ask whether it is possible to reconstruct the black hole geometry,
given the relevant physical parameters on the boundary.
If Q∗ = 0, then, if we know a, T, and L, we can completely reconstruct the geometric
parameters of the dual black hole by solving the two equations (8) and (10) for the two
unknowns rh and M
∗. But if Q∗ does not vanish, then we need a third equation. This
is provided by the relation between the charge parameter and the chemical potential µ.
[Note that we are referring here to the quark, not the baryonic, chemical potential.]
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There is a standard procedure for establishing the relation between the charge pa-
rameter and µ, but here it encounters a peculiar difficulty. Recall that, by definition, a
stationary black hole spacetime has an asymptotically timelike Killing vector ∂t. Usually
this vector field vanishes at certain points on the event horizon: the Killing flow can have
fixed points there. Since the zero vector is null, this can in fact only happen where the
ergosphere [defined as the locus where ∂t becomes null] touches the event horizon, as
happens, for example, at the poles of the topologically spherical AdS-Kerr-Newman black
hole. Now if the electromagnetic potential vector A is to be regular, it follows that its
time component, At = A(∂t), must vanish at those points, if they exist. This determines
the leading term in the asymptotic expansion of A, and that fixes µ.
The problem here is that, for the QKMV0 spacetime, the event horizon never intersects
the ergosurface [32]. The proof of this statement is straightforward: with some algebraic
manipulations one can write the [Lorentzian] norm of ∂t as
g(QKMV0)(∂t, ∂t) =
−∆r + a2∆ψ
ρ2
, (11)
which clearly never vanishes on the event horizon if a is not zero, since ∆ψ is never zero.
This means that ∂t never vanishes anywhere on the event horizon, and one can readily
show that the same is true of the other Killing vector, ∂ζ . Thus the electromagnetic
potential is completely regular everywhere on and outside the event horizon, provided
that its components are so. The potential vector in this case is given by8
A =
[
− Q
∗r
ρ2
+ κt
]
dt −
[
aQ∗rψ2
ρ2
+ κζ
]
dζ, (12)
where κt and κζ are arbitrary constants. From the definition of ρ given above, one sees
that the coefficients here are regular everywhere on and outside the event horizon, and
so the potential vector for these black holes is automatically completely regular, for any
values of κt and κζ . Thus the requirement of regularity yields no information.
We can solve this problem by requiring regularity not just of A, but also of its Euclidean
version, AE . [This is normally given as an alternative derivation of the relation between
the charge and µ; it is a natural approach, in view of the fact that the regularity of
the Euclidean metric fixes the relationship between the temperature and the mass of
the black hole.] We begin by examining equation (7), the fundamental relation between
frame-dragging and the velocity profile of the shearing fluid.
Note first that equation (7) shows that there is a distinguished numerical value of the
coordinate ψ: causality puts an upper bound on it, given by
Ψ =
√
L/a. (13)
Now ψ is a spacelike coordinate, so of course neither it nor any of its specific values should
be complexified when we pass to the Euclidean geometry. Thus Ψ does not change. [As
v(x) is a time derivative, it complexifies, under passage to the Euclidean version, as
8The KMV0 metric was obtained in [32] as a special case of the Pleban´ski–Demian´ski family of metrics
[see [49]]. The form of the electromagnetic potential for charged Pleban´ski–Demian´ski metrics is known,
and the form in (12) is obtained from it by setting the “acceleration” and NUT parameters equal to zero.
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v(x)→ −iv(x), that is, in the same way as a; so both sides of equation (7) transform in
the same way, since, again, ψ does not change.]
The Euclidean norm of ∂t is computed with respect to the Euclidean QKMV0, or
“EQKMV0” metric:
g(EQKMV0)(∂t, ∂t) =
−∆Er − a2∆Eψ
ρ2E
, (14)
where
ρ2E = r
2 − a2ψ2
∆Er = −a2 +
r4
L2
− 8πM∗r − 4πQ∗2
∆Eψ = 1−
a2ψ4
L2
. (15)
Notice, from the last of these equations, that ∆Eψ , unlike its Lorentzian counterpart, can
vanish; and that Ψ, defined earlier by equation (13), is also the maximal value of ψ in the
Euclidean case. [Notice too that, from the second of these equations, r always satisfies
r4/L2 > a2 for all r ≥ rEh , where the latter is defined by ∆Er (rEh ) = 0; we only consider
such values of r. But this means that r2 > aL, or in other words r2 > a2Ψ2, which means
that ρE never vanishes.]
The right side of equation (14) vanishes precisely when r = rEh , and at the same time
ψ = Ψ. Hence, in the Euclidean case, ∂t vanishes at those values of r and ψ [because, in
Euclidean geometry, a vector must vanish if its norm does so]. One can easily see that
the same holds true of ∂ζ .
The Euclidean version of the electromagnetic potential is
AE =
[
− Q
∗r
ρ2E
+ κEt
]
dt +
[
aQ∗rψ2
ρ2E
+ κEζ
]
dζ, (16)
where κEt and κ
E
ζ are constants. We see that, since we showed that ρE never vanishes, A
E
is regular everywhere, for any values of these constants, except possibly at those points
where ∂t and ∂ζ vanish. That happens at r = r
E
h , ψ = Ψ, so that A
E(∂t) = A
E(∂ζ) = 0
there if AE is to be regular everywhere. This will allow us to fix the constants κEt and κ
E
ζ ,
and they can then be continued to obtain the corresponding constants in the Lorentzian
case. Thus we can fix the asymptotic potential by requiring the regularity of both the
Lorentzian and the Euclidean potential forms.
Carrying out the continuation [replacing t→ it, a→ −ia, Q∗ → −iQ∗], we obtain
A =
[
− Q
∗r
ρ2
+
Q∗rh
r2h + a
2Ψ2
]
dt +
[
− aQ
∗rψ2
ρ2
+
aQ∗rhΨ
2
r2h + a
2Ψ2
]
dζ. (17)
Letting r → ∞ and using equation (13), we now obtain the asymptotic electromagnetic
potential:
A∞ =
Q∗rh
r2h + aL
[dt + dz], (18)
9
having set z = Lζ . Finally, µ is obtained [43] as a multiple9 of the asymptotic value of
the time component of A. We have
µ =
Q∗rh
πL[r2h + aL]
. (19)
Given the physical parameters L, T, a, and µ in the boundary field theory, we can solve
the three equations, (8),(10), and (19), for the three geometric parameters M∗, Q∗, and
rh, and so we can completely specify the dual QKMV0 bulk geometry.
Representative values are as follows. For any asymptotically AdS spacetime, the
curvature parameter L has a physical interpretation as a time scale: the proper time
required for an object to fall from infinity to any fixed location in AdS itself is given [51]
by πL/2, and similar formulae apply in more general asymptotically AdS cases. We see
that L should therefore be associated with some characteristic time scale of the QGP. A
natural choice in this context is the lifetime of the QGP in the aftermath of a typical
heavy-ion collision, roughly 5 femtometres in natural units.
The temperature at the critical point is thought to be around 175 MeV, or rather
below 1 fm−1 in natural units. The temperature of the QGP might take values, in future
beam energy scan experiments, very roughly10 in the range 0.5 - 2 fm−1. [Bear in mind
that the QGP may be able to exist at relatively low temperatures when the chemical
potential is large.]
In [34] we computed a rough estimate for the parameter a, in collisions with optimal
impact parameter, attained in previous runs at the RHIC experiment: it is of the order
20 fm. It is not yet clear what values the beam energy scan programmes mentioned in
Section 1 will produce, but, in order to be definite, we shall continue to use this value.
[Actually, our results are remarkably insensitive to the value of this parameter when the
chemical potential is not negligible; most of the numbers we obtain in that case would
change by less than 1% if a = 100 fm were used instead of a = 20 fm.]
Typical values for µ around the critical point are estimated to be similar to the tem-
perature; one can hope that the experiments will ultimately probe values for µ ranging
between 1 and perhaps 3 or 4 fm−1. All of these estimates are provided mainly as an aid
to intuition; we make no pretence of either accuracy or precision, which would be point-
less under the circumstances. The point is that, given such data, we can assign definite
numerical values to all of the geometric bulk parameters. Later we will see how to use
this correspondence.
Now we turn to the problem of finding the dual of the shear-induced instabilities which
may exist in the QGP.
4. The Dual of the Shearing Instability
Our objective now is to find a dual version of the shearing instability which is conjectured
[25] to arise in the QGP generated by a peripheral heavy-ion collision. Specifically, we
9See [50]; we follow the same conventions.
10The beam scan experiments probe lower temperatures, but note that we are only interested in
collisions which definitely produce a plasma, since of course only these could have a dual description
in terms of a black hole.
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need to find a form of AdS black hole instability which is [a] triggered by the presence
of angular momentum arising in connection with shear, but [b] not triggered by purely
rotational angular momentum, since fluid rotation does not give rise to instabilities of the
Kelvin-Helmholtz type.
We claim that the form of instability studied by Seiberg and Witten [33], in quite
general asymptotically AdS spacetimes, meets these criteria. This mechanism is based
on the study of a certain kind of BPS branes wrapping around submanifolds in such
spacetimes. The action consists of both positive and negative terms, which compete as
one considers increasingly remote branes. In AdS itself, and in the AdS-Schwarzschild
geometry, the positive term [related to the area of the brane] dominates, and so the system
is stable; but if the geometry is distorted [by the addition of charge or angular momentum,
or by changing the topology of the event horizon] then the negative term [computed from
the brane volume] can cause the action to become unbounded below, and the system
becomes unstable. Seiberg and Witten show that the instability can be explained dually
in terms of the conformal coupling of a certain scalar field. [A similar phenomenon has
been explored in detail in [52][53].]
Our plan is to set up such a system on the QKMV0 background. We do not claim
that this system necessarily arises in such a background: we are artificially constructing
it [in the “bottom up” manner] so as to find a dual description of the shearing instability
in the QGP. Similarly, we do not claim that QCD itself has a conformal scalar: we are
merely using the Seiberg-Witten scalar as a well-understood toy model to represent the
triggering of hydrodynamic instability in the QGP. The hope is that this will lead to less
crude models of this triggering when more realistic holographic models of QCD become
available.
Let us turn, then, to the form taken by the Seiberg-Witten brane action when the
background is given by the QKMV0 geometry. Essentially this involves a somewhat
intricate computation of the volume and area of a brane inhabiting the Euclidean version
of the QKMV0 geometry; the brane wraps around r = constant sections, and so the brane
action is a function of r. It is a constant multiple of the difference between the area of
such a section and its volume [with the latter corrected by a factor of 3/L, see [33]]. One
then continues back to Lorentzian signature.
We begin with the simplest case, in which both the angular momentum and the electric
charge are zero, so that we are dealing with the Planar AdS-Schwarzschild geometry
[obtained by setting Q∗ = 0 in equation (2)]. We have, up to a constant factor which
need not detain us, a brane action of the form
$(PAdSS) ∼
[
r2
L2
− 8πM
∗
r
]1/2
r2 − 3
L
∫ r
rh
r2 dr, (20)
where the first term arises from the area of the brane [which of course extends also in
the t direction], and the second is related to the volume [which has a simpler form since
the tt and rr components of the metric are related reciprocally in this case]. This can be
simplified to
$(PAdSS) ∼ r
3
h
L
− 8πM
∗L
1 +
[
1− 8piM∗L2
r3
]1/2 . (21)
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It is easy to see that this is a function which vanishes at the event horizon, but increases
monotonically from there: a brane nucleating in this geometry will tend to contract back
into the black hole; so the system is stable in the absence of angular momentum.
If we repeat this calculation11 for the full QKMV0 geometry, with neither charge nor
angular momentum equal to zero, then we find, again disregarding a constant multiplica-
tive factor, that the action is given by
$(QKMV0) ∼ r
2
2
√
a2 +
r4
L2
− 8πM∗r + 4πQ∗2
[
1
a
arcsinh
(√aL
r
)
+
√
L/a
r
√
1 +
aL
r2
]
− 1
L
[√
L
a
(r3 − r3h) +
√
aL3(r − rh)
]
. (22)
As before, the action vanishes at the event horizon, and it begins to increase. But even-
tually the shape changes, as can be seen by writing the action in the following form:
$(QKMV0) ∼ − 5
√
aL
6
r +
[
r3h√
aL
+
√
aLrh − 4πM∗
√
L3/a
]
+
(a2 + 4πQ∗2)
√
L3/a
2r
+ O(1/r2). (23)
One sees from this equation that the action rather quickly comes to resemble a linear
function with a negative slope proportional to the square root of the parameter a. The
shape of a typical graph is given in Figure 2.
The conclusion is that, for all non-zero angular momenta, the action will become and
remain negative beyond some value of r = rneg; it is in fact unbounded below. This is
not due to the presence of electric charge: it is caused by the presence of the parameter
a. We see that, as claimed, a Seiberg-Witten brane system can detect shearing angular
momentum. It does so by setting off an instability in the bulk: a brane which nucleates in
a region sufficiently far away from the black hole will always be able to decrease its action
globally [below the value near the horizon] by expanding; it can escape to infinity. This
corresponds to a dual instability in the field theory at infinity. If we interpret the field
theory as representing the QGP fluid, this instability is to be interpreted as representing a
typical hydrodynamic instability generated by fluid shear, similar to the Kelvin-Helmholtz
instability [25].
The scale on the vertical axis in Figure 2 has no significance, but the horizontal scale
does. We see that rneg is very large [relative to the length scales discussed above], and
this is typical. This aspect of the instability is useful, because it shows that the effect is
robust. For example, we cannot hope to show that couplings other than that of the brane
to the metric [such as might arise, in the charged case, if one were able to obtain the
electric field by means of a Kaluza-Klein reduction of some higher-dimensional theory]
will remove the instability. To do so, they would have to be effective in the asymptotic
region, where there should be no “hair” other than the usual ADM parameters of the
11See [34] for the details of such calculations. In order to obtain a finite result, one needs to perform the
computation on a compact Euclidean manifold. The compactification of the Euclidean “time” coordinate
is needed in any case, for the usual reasons, and this actually forces the Euclidean version of ζ to be
compact when a does not vanish. We saw earlier that the Euclidean version of ψ is also compact.
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Figure 2: [Multiple of the] Brane Action,T = 2 fm−1, µ = 1 fm−1, a = 100 fm, L = 5 fm.
black hole metric; this is highly implausible12. We conclude that, certainly at angular
momenta and charges which are not extremely large, we can analyse the instability just
by studying the effect of the spacetime geometry on the structure of the pure brane action.
[This was the procedure followed, for example, by Maldacena and Maoz [54], who were
the first to consider Seiberg-Witten instability in the presence of a gauge field.]
We see, then, that the Seiberg-Witten system does provide a concrete way of repre-
senting the triggering of instability by shear: the non-shearing planar AdS-Schwarzschild
black hole is stable, but it becomes unstable as soon as shearing, represented by the
QKMV0 deformation of the geometry, is introduced. The dual statement is that the fluid
at infinity becomes unstable under shear.
But what happens when the fluid angular momentum is due to rotation rather than
shear? This corresponds, in the bulk, to the topologically spherical AdS-Kerr-Newman
geometry. To see this, note first that, at infinity, the AdS-Kerr-Newman geometry gives
rise to a rigidly rotating space described [see for example [47]] by the metric
g(AdSKN)∞ = − dt2 − 2a sin
2(θ) dtdφ
Ξ
+
L2 dθ2
1− (a/L)2cos2(θ) +
L2sin2(θ)dφ2
Ξ
, (24)
12Furthermore, they would have to remove an infinite quantity of negative action.
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where θ and φ are the usual spherical coordinates, where L and a have their usual mean-
ings, and where Ξ = 1− (a2/L2), so that a must be strictly less than L in this geometry.
[One would therefore need to revise our value of L if one wished to explore this further;
this will not affect our argument here, however.] If we are near to the pole at θ = 0,
so that cos(θ) can be approximated by unity, then the last two terms in this metric can
be interpreted as polar coordinates on a round sphere of radius L/
√
Ξ; if this number is
sufficiently large, then one can approximate the sphere near the pole by its tangent plane
there, so that, if we define ̺ = Lθ/
√
Ξ, then (̺, φ) can be regarded as polar coordinates
in the plane. Because of the cross-term involving dt and dφ, this plane is rotating rigidly,
at a rate controlled by a. Thus we obtain a space in which the rigidly rotating planar
fluid can be modelled.
However, the AdS-Kerr-Newman black hole is immune to Seiberg-Witten instability.
This can be seen most directly by computing the scalar curvature of the [Euclidean version
of] the boundary metric: it is given by
R(g(EAdSKN∞)) = 2
(
1 − a
2
L2
)
+ 10
a2
L2
cos2(θ), (25)
which is strictly positive, since amust be smaller than L. This means that the conformally
coupled scalar on the boundary effectively receives a positive contribution to its squared
mass, so it remains stable. As Seiberg and Witten explain in detail, this condition also
implies the stability of the bulk, in the sense that the brane action is at least asymptotically
positive. Thus our model is able to distinguish between shearing and rotational angular
momentum: it predicts that the former can give rise to instabilities in the boundary fluid,
but that the latter cannot. This is precisely in accord with fluid mechanical expectations.
Even in the shearing case, however, it is not clear that the instability is physically
relevant: all instabilities take time to evolve, and this time may not be available — a
point which often plays a crucial role in heavy ion physics [see [55] for an example]. We
now propose a very simple way of roughly estimating the time required for the Seiberg-
Witten instability to make its presence felt.
5. Evolution of SW Instability
It is clear that the time required for the Seiberg-Witten instability to manifest itself in
these systems should be related to the time required for the region of negative action
[which begins at r = rneg] to influence the entire bulk, including the region near to [but
outside] the event horizon. We compute this as the proper time required for a massive
but electrically neutral particle, released from rest relative to a zero angular momentum
observer, to fall from a point with r = rneg to r = rh, the location of the event horizon.
For simplicity we consider the case of orbits in the QKMV0 geometry satisfying ψ =
0, the “equatorial” plane. Then the equations for the orbit are, as in [34],
t˙
[−∆r
r2
+
a2
r2
]
− ζ˙a = c, (26)
where a dot denotes a derivative with respect to proper time, and where c is a constant,
and
− t˙a + ζ˙r2 = 0. (27)
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Combining these with the fact that the geodesic tangent is of unit length and with the
initial conditions, one finds that the time required, which we denote by τ(a, T, µ, L), is
given by
τ(a, T, µ, L) =
∫ rneg
rh
[
a2 + 4πQ∗2
r2neg
+
r2neg
L2
− 8πM
∗
rneg
− a
2 + 4πQ∗2
r2
− r
2
L2
+
8πM∗
r
]
− 1/2
dr.
(28)
Given the field theory parameters a, T, L, and µ, we can compute, as we have discussed,
rh, M
∗, and Q∗, so rneg can be computed by finding the larger positive real root of the
expression in equation (22). Thus everything in this expression is now known to us in
terms of the boundary data.
We can now numerically investigate τ(a, T, µ, L) as a function of position in the quark
matter phase diagram, specifically in the region 0.5 < T < 2, 0 < µ < 5 in units of inverse
fm. We use the parameter values discussed earlier, that is, a = 20 fm, L = 5 fm. The
results are shown in the table: the times are given as multiples of the approximate lifetime
of the QGP in heavy ion collisions, so that values below unity mean that the instability
can develop within the normal lifetime of the plasma13.
µ = 0 µ = 1 µ = 2 µ = 3 µ = 4 µ = 5
T = 2 1.5727 1.5621 1.1219 0.9164 0.8183 0.7623
T = 1 1.5615 1.1178 0.8178 0.7263 0.6834 0.6588
T = 1/2 1.5195 0.8161 0.6832 0.6429 0.6238 0.6129
We do not feel that the numerical results themselves should be taken very seriously;
instead, let us focus on the trends in the results. The principal observation from that point
of view is that, as one scans across the table to larger values of the chemical potential, the
instability develops at a dramatically enhanced rate, effectively shortening the lifetime
of the boundary field theory as a stable hydrodynamic system. If these results can be
extrapolated to the fluid behaviour of the QGP, then this means that the scan to larger
values of µ will probe plasmas with a shortened lifetime as a stable fluid undergoing
laminar flow.
Quark polarization is thought [15] to be a cumulative process, building up as a result
of multiple scattering; therefore it requires a substantial period of time, relative to the
lifetime of the plasma, to reach observable levels, if it does so. It is possible that the
early onset of hydrodynamic instability interferes with this process, explaining the non-
observation of quark polarization thus far. If that is so, then the message from holography
is that plasmas at high values of µ are even less likely to give rise to polarization than
those which have already been investigated.
6. Conclusion: Quark Polarization in the Phase Diagram
Peripheral heavy-ion collisions give rise to a shearing quark plasma with very large angular
momentum densities; this should lead to distinctive observational signatures involving
quark polarization. But fluid shear often leads to hydrodynamic instability, which might
13We remind the reader that the T = 1/2, µ = 0 entry is not physical, because the plasma does not
exist in that corner of the phase diagram. The same may be true of the T = 1/2, µ = 1 entry.
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disrupt such effects. In short, the angular momentum may conceal its own presence. That
will be the case if the instability develops quickly.
In this work we have attempted to obtain a holographic model of the fluid shear in the
QGP, and of the instability it induces. This is done by deliberately constructing a system
of stable branes in a planar AdS-Schwarzschild black hole spacetime, and seeing what
happens when the bulk is endowed with either shearing or rotational angular momentum.
We find that the system remains stable in the case of rotation, but that it develops an
instability under shearing. This is in agreement with the behaviour of a fluid at infinity,
giving us some confidence that this is the right way to probe the holography of dual fluids
with angular momentum.
Next, we suggested a holographic method of estimating the time required for the in-
stability to develop in the shearing case. By modifying the charge on the black hole, we
can study the effects of varying the quark chemical potential. We find that holography
predicts that instability will set in earlier at large values of µ. Although this is only a
qualitative prediction, it may nevertheless be falsifiable: we do not expect quark polar-
ization effects to become more apparent in the beam energy scan experiments. There is
however still reason to hope that they will be found in the region of the quark matter
phase diagram being probed by the ALICE experiment [37], that is, at high temperatures
but small values of µ.
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